jects. To arrange compositions in a studio, does not come My naturally to me. I prefer to paint in rooms, where I see my College sitters in natural surroundings. Hence, in my College studio, studio it was in portraiture I found the most satisfaction, in painting students most of all. For students sit admirably and will give all the time one wants, Moreover, they take an intelligent interest in the process. Fortunately, I can usually concentrate fairly closely when I take up brush or pencil I have little faith in waiting for the mood; if it come it comes best when one is already at work. On the other hand, I have wasted much time over paintings ill-considered at the start, which have been discontinued. More labour must be given to a poor subject than to one that is happily conceived.
Before going to my painting room I would visit one or other of the College studios. To deal with students one must possess an energy, a resolution greater than their own. It is no help to them, and a poor thing for oneself, unless one can give of one's best, freshly minted. This can be done more readily with certain students than with others. There were some who made me mentally impotent, before whose work my brain curdled, my-will power failed. To teach such students was futile, 1 felt, a waste of precious time. But to give myself faithfully brought a sense of fulfilment, even though I doubted whether the students benefited. Before learning something of students' ways, I had no theories of drawing or painting; but seeing haphazard studies prompted more logical and systematic methods, though I usually found an obstinate disinclination among the students to follow any method, especially in the painting and sculpture studios. There was a better sense of craftsmanship among the students of design.
1 was gradually collecting an admirable staff, working harmoniously together, Unfortunately3 during 19241 had a difference with Derwent Wood, then Professor of Sculpture, which led to his resignation from the College. Wood, an attractive and vehement person, an excellent modeller, the most scholarly among the academic sculptors, was sub-37

